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basic	purposes,	which	 is	 to	deliver	 information	 in	order	 to	promote	certain	products	or	
services	as	well	as	raise	awareness	of	them.	Though,	in	the	ideal	scenario	adverts	suppose	
to	serve	public	interests	by	providing	truthful	information	for	consumers.	Unfortunately,	
most	 of	 persuasive	 content	 we	 are	 facing	 today	 is	 providing	 misleading	 information,	
causing	consumers	to	purchase	products	or	services	that	are	not	in	their	interests	and	are	
using	deceptive	techniques	in	order	to	assure	the	purchase.	This	thesis	is	focused	on	ethics	
in	 advertising,	 more	 specifically,	 beauty	 advertisements.	 Beauty	 industry	 for	 years	
portrayed	 idealized	 images	 of	 females	 showing	 unattainable	 standards.	 This	 negatively	




what	 is	 not?	 The	 professional	 practitioners	 of	 advertising	 have	 been	 years	 after	 years	
discussing	what	 are	 the	 norms	 of	 ethics.	 However,	 these	 discussions	 never	 lead	 to	 the	
common	 agreement.	 Contrary	 to	 that,	 most	 of	 them	 ended	 up	 with	 moral	 myopia.	
Unfortunately,	 the	 need	 of	 certain	 norms	 and	 agreements	 in	 ethics	 of	 advertising	was	
always	there.	Through	all	these	years,	there	were	several	academics	who	developed	tests	





For	 example,	 ones	 are	 speaking	 about	 ethics	 in	 advertising	 products	 that	 have	 a	 direct	





Most	 of	 them	 are	focusing	on	the	images	of	the	women,	or	in	other	words,	how	beauty	
standards	 and	 certain	 trends	 are	 created	 by	 using	 unattainable	 images	 of	 women.	

























Later,	 a	 short	 review	 of	 literature	 with	 a	 focus	 on	 the	 ethics	 in	 advertising	 will	 be	
given.	 Lastly,	 the	 literature	 of	beauty	 advertising	 impact	 on	 society	 will	 be	 presented,	












In	 the	 two	 last	 chapters	 results	 analysis	 and	 conclusions	 will	 be	 introduced.	 In	 result	
analysis,	 the	data	 found	 in	 the	TARES	test	will	be	analyzed	 in	detail.	 In	addition,	will	be	
delivered	 comparison	 analysis	 results.	 The	 last	 chapter	 of	 conclusions	 will	 finalize	 the	







ethics	 in	 advertising.	 Though	 the	 emphasis	 of	 this	 review	will	 be	 focused	 on	 unethical	
beauty	advertising	impact	to	society.	The	first	part	is	focusing	on	the	global	approach	of	
ethics	 in	 philosophical	 and	 historical	 background	 looking	 for	 parallels	 between	
philosophical	moral	theories	and	nowadays	problems	in	advertising	ethics.	It	also	includes	
brief	history	of	advertising	ethics	and	review	the	prevailing	problems.	The	second	part	will	













honest-	 always	 and	 everywhere,	 and	 opposite-	 to	 be	 immoral	means	 harm	on	 oneself.	
Though,	he	claimed	that	people	are	immoral	cause	they	don’t	know	what	is	good	or	bad	
and	that	 is	 important	 to	educate	person,	so	one	can	analyze	and	define	morality.	Thus,	
according	to	Socrates	morality	is	nothing	but,	knowledge,	wisdom	and	rational	thinking.	He	
also	 claimed	 that	 without	 strong	moral	 principles	 society	 is	 determined	 to	 destruction
(Kalenda,	2014).	
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Socrates’s	student	Plato,	as	well,	paid	a	 lot	of	attention	 to	 justice	and	human	behavior.	





there	 is	any	kind	of	systematic	profit	 in	ethical	behavior	and	 if	 there	any	kind	of	 loss	 in	


















It	 can	be	 stated	 that	 for	 ancient	philosopher’s	 theoretical	 learnings	was	a	 core	 thing	 in	











It	 can	 be	 noticed	 that	most	 philosophers	 at	 this	 point	 separate	moral	 norms	 into	 two	






























the	 defense	 of	 ethics	 in	 business	 organizations”	 author	 is	 trying	 to	 defense	 Plato’s	
statements	about	justice.	In	one	of	his	arguments	he	is	using	prisoner’s	dilemma	model.	
Prisoner’s	 dilemma	 focuses	 on	 corporation	 of	 two	 individuals	 for	 reaching	 the	 most	






people	 should	 act	moral,	 as	 it	 shows	 if	 everyone	act	 just	 it	 could	bring	benefit	 to	both	
parties.	On	the	other	hand,	acting	immoral	could	be	motivated	by	attempt	to	befit	form	
others	by	breaking	the	moral	rules,	others	are	following.	Though,	Velasquez	in	his	article	









observe	 Kant’s	 theory	 which	 claimed	 that	 morality	 shouldn’t	 be	 affected	 by	 external	
factors,	and	has	to	appear	purely	form	good	will	or	Aristotle’s	theory	which	claimed	that	
morality	is	based	on	others-	regarding	norms,	all	of	them	prove	that	morality	is	beneficial	





that	 advertising	 in	 beauty	 industry	 can	 be	 ethical.	 As	 well	 as	 rise	 proposition	 	 	 that	





issue,	but	several.	 In	other	words,	advertising	ethics	 is	not	only	 including	the	context	or	
message	problem	in	advertising.	Hunt	and	Chonko	(1987)	 in	their	paper	work	on	ethical	
problems	 in	 advertising	 agencies	 distinguished	 several	 ethical	 problems	 executives	 of	
advertising	 is	 facing	 every	 day,	 those	 included:	 treating	 clients	 fairly,	 creating	 honest	
socially	desirable	advertisements,	advertising	unethical	products,	treating	employees	and	
management	of	agency	fairly,	treating	suppliers,	vendors	and	media	fairly,	treating	other	











advertising:	 message	 ethics	 and	 business	 ethics	 (Drumwright,	 2009)	 Message	 ethics	 is	
concerned	 with	 issues	 as	 if	 advertisement	 message	 is	 honest,	 and	 business	 ethics	 is	
focusing	on	practices	within	agency,	as	treating	fairly	clients,	employees	and	competitors









with	 moral	 myopia	 might	 claim	 that	 consumers	 are	 smart	 enough	 not	 be	 affected	
negatively	by	advertising,	which	results	in	their	independent	choice	for	purchasing	certain	
products,	like	this	they	explain	that	there	are	no	moral	issues	in	advertising	(Drumwright	
and	 Murphy,	 2009).	 Though,	 because	 of	 moral	 myopia,	 advertising	 practitioners	 have	
troubles	to	identify	moral	issues	and	most	of	the	times	are	buffering	them,	there	are	some	
practitioners	who	are	identifying	moral	issues	and	express	these	problems	in	terms	of	what	
is	 right	or	wrong	 (Schauster,	 2016).	 In	 addition,	 to	 clarify	norms	 scholars	 are	proposing	
various	models,	 that	helps	 in	decision	making.	One	of	 these	 test,	 called	 the	TARES	was	
developed	by	Baker	and	Maritison	evaluates	if	advertising	message	are	ethical	by	these	five	





the	 right	 example	 for	 others.	 Nevertheless,	 ethical	 models,	 moral	 issues	 in	 advertising	


















Other	 author	Garret	 (1961),	 philosophy	professor	 and	priest	 tested	ethical	 problems	of	
“modern	 American	 advertising”.	 He	 attempted	 to	 explore	 social,	 ethical,	 economical	
implications	in	American	advertising.	The	research	of	Garret	prompt	the	further	researches	
on	other	more	complex	problems	in	advertising.	
Since	 1980s	 until	 nowadays,	 two	 empirical	 streams	 of	 research	 on	 advertising	 ethics	
evolved.	The	bigger	of	two	streams	has	targeted	on	understanding	costumer’	perceptions	
31	




concerns	 of	 advertising	 as	 stereotyping,	 truth	 in	 advertising	 and	 targeted	 advertising.	
Authors	 in	 their	 conclusion	 stated:	 “the	 pervasiveness	 and	 unrestricted	 proliferation	 of	
advertising	that	threatens	to	engulf	all	aspects	of	our	private	and	public	domains	remains	
the	biggest	ethical	problem	in	advertising”.	









content	 must	 “push	 limits”	 of	 what	 is	 acceptable	 and	 familiar	 to	 stand	 out	 from	
competitors.	Authors	also	add	that	ethics	of	the	final	product	of	advertisement	depends	









conscious,	 but	 also	 from	 consumer’s	 needs.	 As	 they	 are	 requiring	 brands	 to	 be	 more	
transparent.	And	as	Plato	stated,	that	morality	is	advantageous	by	itself,	we	can	adjust	this	





















physical	 attractiveness”.	 In	 addition,	 45%	 of	woman	 thinks	 that	women	who	 are	more	
beautiful,	 have	 better	 opportunities	 in	 life.	 Thus,	 according	 to	 society	 physical	
33	
attractiveness	 is	 not	only	 about	being	beautiful	 it	 also	determines	 your	 social	 status	or	
success	in	life.	
Women	 years	 after	 years	 were	 comparing	 themselves	 to	 the	 stereotypes	 displayed	 in	





of	 the	 body,	 especially	 in	 women,	 is	 so	 common	 that	 it	 was	 classified	 as	 normative	
discontent”.	This	leads	to	the	point	that	so	many	females	are	dissatisfied	with	their	looks	





















enough,	as	usually	the	smart	role	 in	media	 is	transmitted	 in	male	characters	meanwhile	
leaving	 woman’s	 image	 associated	 with	 beauty	 and	 perfect	 body.	 This	 is	 just	 another	
example	that	media	has	a	big	impact	in	people’s	realization	on	themselves,	starting	from	




selves	 as	 it	makes	 them	 feel	 shameful,	 stressed	 or	 even	 depressed	 about	 their	 bodies,	
according	to	Stice	and	Shaw	(1994)	all	these	emotional	qualities	appear	as	woman	is	being	
exposed	 to	 thin	 ideals.	Unger	&	Crawford	 (1996)	 also	 added	 that	woman	has	distorted	




























Author	 continues,	 that	 although	 this	 advertisement	 does	 not	 look	 that	 impressive	 in	
nowadays	as	we	are	surrounded	by	much	stronger	sexual	appeal	advertisings,	at	the	time	
it	was	 revolutionary.	 The	other	 example	 about	woman’s	 realization	of	 themselves	back	
then	was	magazines	 for	women,	which	were	adverting	beauty	products	as	 soaps,	 facial	
creams,	nail	polish	etc..	The	interesting	thing	about	these	advertisements	were	that	they	
were	built	on	psychological	effect	on	 females	 that	effect	 their	emotions	 (Sutton,	2009).	







portrayed	 ideal	 standards	of	beauty	of	 a	woman,	 and	without	 advertising	 the	 image	of	
idealized	woman	would	not	have	impact	as	it	has	now	(Weaver,	2009).	
	If	we	look	around	us	we	can	claim	that	brands	are	not	only	selling	a	product	they	also	sell	
idea,	 lifestyle,	 status	or	attitude.	This	 is	what	we	can	 find	 in	most	branding	handbooks:	
brand	is	not	only	a	logo	or	product	it	is	much	more,	they	speak	about	idea,	brand	mantra	
and	etc..	The	patterns	of	advertising	to	sell	more	than	a	product	can	be	noticed	in	nowadays	





In	 nowadays	 people	 are	 surrounded	 of	 advertising	 campaigns,	 in	 forms	 of	 regular	
advertising	and	social	media.	Marketers	and	advertisers	more	than	ever	are	eager	to	use	
psychological	 techniques	 to	ensure	 selling.	And	 it	works.	One	of	 the	examples	was	 that	
“women	believed	they	could	be	perceived	as	being	better	housewives	by	buying	a	certain	
brand	of	laundry	detergent”.	The	fact	is	that	it	worked	in	the	past	and	in	perfectly	works	in	


























don’t	 look	 like	 idealized	woman	 portrayal.	 Though,	 Suan	 Bordo	 (1999)	 claims	 that	 this	
comes	 from	 the	 fact	 that	 advertising	 is	 showing	 not	 only	 beautiful	 woman	 but	 also	
convincing	them	that	they	must	look	like	this	to	feel	better.	Thus,	woman	comes	up	with	
idea	 that	 they	must	do	 it	 for	 themselves,	as	 they	believe	 it	will	make	 them	 feel	better,	




documentary,	 Kilbourne	 touches	 other	 sensitive	 topics	 as	 objectifying	women,	 showing	
them	as	more	vulnerable	than	men,	and	idealizing	specific	standards	of	body.	Kilbourne,	in	
her	work	rise	a	concern	about	young	girls	who	from	their	young	age	are	overwhelmed	with	








women	beauty	 in	 advertising	brings	profitable	 results.	 In	1900s	advertising	 agency	 JWT	
developed	Woman’s	Editorial	Department	which	was	focused	on	selling	for	women.	By	the	
time	JWT	realized	that	majority	of	consumer	were	women,	they	decided	to	develop	this	























of	 changes	 in	 advertising	 through	 years	 that	 supports	 or	 denies	 the	 hypothesis	 that	
advertising	is	becoming	more	ethical.	As	previously	discussed	in	this	thesis	ethics	might	be	
hardly	defined	especially	 in	the	advertising	area.	What	 it	 is	ethical	 to	one,	might	not	be	
ethical	to	another.	Also,	there	are	the	different	areas	of	ethics	that	should	be	considered	
in	 terms	 of	 morality	 in	 advertising.	 For	 example,	 ethics	 in	 advertising	 might	 focus	 on	
treating	 clients	 fairly,	 which	 might	 not	 always	 result	 in	 honest	 and	 non-	 misleading	
advertising.	Though,	this	thesis	is	focusing	on	ethical	and	social	responsible	advertising	that	
is	 fair	 for	 consumers	 and	 society.	 Most	 of	 paper	 works	 and	 articles	 about	 ethics	 in	
advertising	 focus	 on	 smoking	 or	 alcohol	 advertising,	 where	 they	 face	 the	 issue	 of	
advertising	the	products	that	is	harmful	to	the	consumers.	Even	though,	there	is	a	lot	of	
data	about	impact	of	beauty	advertising,	there	is	relatively	little	paper	that,	test	or	discuss	





advertisements	 embody.	 Most	 of	 them	 include	 widely	 discussed	 topic	 about	 woman’s	
portrait	in	advertising	and	how	theses	advertisings	are	using	unattainable	image	of	woman	

















include	 these	ones:	 Lancôme	Génifique,	L’Oreal	Revitalift,	 L’Oreal	Age	Perfect.	All	 these	





anti-aging	products	 through	past	decades.	For	example,	 their	competitor	Dove,	 in	 total,	















The	 selected	 advertisings,	 focus	 on	 different	 target	 groups.	 Though,	 these	 advertisings	






on	 their	 UK	 website	 offers	 8	 different	 products	 that	 include:	 face	 masks,	 face	










and	more	 inside	 	 skincare	 lines	 that	 include	products	 as:	Revitalift	 Laser	Renew,	
Revitalift	 Magic	 Blur,	 Revitlift	 Filler.	 Each	 sub	 line	 is	 represented	 by	 different	
celebrity.	 	 It	has	been	a	decade	when	 the	main	 face	of	Revitalift	 skincare	 line	 is	
43	
American	 actress	 and	 fashion	 model	 Andie	 Macdowell.	 Other	 sub	 lines	 are	





































persuasive	 content	 will	 be	 directly	 analyzed	 and	 tested	 by	 using	 modified	 questions,	
offered	in	the	paperwork	in	Baker	and	Martison.	As	a	reference	will	also	be	used	S.	T.	Lee	











There	was	a	 long	 historical	 and	philosophical	 discussion	 about	 truth	 and	 trust,	which	 is 
closely	related	to	the	discussion	about	morality,	which	has	been	reviewed	in	the	second 













could	 be	 widely	 noticed	 in	 communication	 we	 are	 facing	 every	 day,	 such	 as	
advertising	or	newspapers.	People	 trust	 in	 information	given	 form	others,	which	
influence	their	life	choices	in	a	small	or	in	a	big	way.	Lies	in	advertisings	or	other	any	














many	branches	 (Tylor,	1991).	 In	 the	TARES	 test	authors	 is	 reaching	 for	a	specific
definition	 of	 authenticity,	 that	 includes	 issues	 related	 to	 integrity	 and	 personal
virtue	 in	motivation	 and	 action;	 genuineness	 and	 sincerity	 in	 advertising	 certain
products	or	 services	 to	certain	audience;	 loyalty	 to	particular	people,	duties	and
causes;	moral	independence	and	obligation	to	principle.
Generally,	authors	of	the	TARES	test	states	that	authenticity	is	about	“expressing
and	 discovering	 oneself”.	 Nevertheless,	 it	 also	 brings	 up	 the	 question	 of	 self	 in
situation	 (Langan,	1992)	which	 is	 the	opposite	of	being	self-centered.	 It	believes
that	one	can	find	sincere	completion	only	in	things	that	has	strong	independency	of
selfish	desires.	As	Golomb	 (1995)	 said	authenticity	 is	 “to	 live	genuinely…	to	 take
responsibility	 for	 one’s	 actions	 and	 to	 foster	 true	 concern	 for	 others”	 and	 he
47	
continue	 that	 it	 is	 about	 acting	 with	 authentic	 oneself	 in	 harmony	 by	 not	
threatening	others.	
The	 TARES	 test	 also	 gives	 more	 detailed	 explanations	 of	 the	 main	 aspects	 of	




worth	 living.	For	 this	 reason,	 in	 the	TARES	 test	Principle	of	Authenticity	 requires	
creator	of	communication	to	 judge	his	or	her	motivations,	aims,	and	beliefs	 that	
affect	 their	 persuasive	 activity,	 and	 by	 considering	 this	 to	 act	 nobly.	 By	 putting	
integrity	and	personal	virtue	in	the	Principle	of	Authenticity	authors	of	the	TARES	
test	also	meant	that	creators	of	persuasive	communications	have	not	only	do	good	





personally	believe	 in	 the	product	or	 service	 they	are	adverting.	 In	addition,	 they	
should	be	able	to	advocate	and	support	product	personally,	including	to	the	people	












are	 different	 regulations	 for	 persuasive	 appeals,	 for	 example	 in	 United	 States	
persuasive	 appeal	 is	 restricted	 about	 deceptive	 and	 comparative	 type	 of	
advertising,	 as	well	 as	 advertisements	 that	uses	 celebrity	 endorsements,	 though	
most	of	 the	 laws	are	not	protecting	audience	as	 it	 is	protecting	 justice	between	
competitors.	Though,	in	the	TARES	test	Principle	of	Equity	is	focusing	on	fairness	to	
the	audience	that	advertisings	are	directed	to.	This	principle	requires	that	creators	
of	 the	 advertisement	 consider	 as	 not	 only	 content,	 but	 also	 execution	 of	 the	
advertisements.	In	addition,	they	have	to	consider	if	they	used	power	of	persuasion	
in	 fair	 way	 and	 if	 persuaded	 or	 manipulated	 unfairly.	 Thus,	 adverts	 that	 are	
deceptive,	clearly	fails	fairness	condition.	




vulnerable	 audience	 cannot	 be	 targeted	 in	 unfair	 manner.	 The	 claims	 of	 the	
campaigns	should	not	be	made	among	audience	capacity	to	understand	both	the	
context	of	 the	message	and	 latent	 intentions	of	 the	persuader.	As	useful	 tool	 to	






















in	 “responsibility	 to	 community	 over	 [raw]	 self-interest,	 profit,	 or	 careerism	
(Baker,1999).	To	be	social	responsible	stand	for	recognizing	that	human	beings	are	
responsible	of	each	other,	and	that	they	are	not	isolated	from	each	other,	thus	they	
have	 to	 live	 in	 society	 caring	 about	 common	 good.	 In	 addition,	 professional	
communicators	are	the	part	of	certain	community	that	they	benefit	from,	and	make	
their	living	and	profit	of.	Thus,	persuaders	who	act	in	balance	with	this	statement	
would	 not	 advertise	 products	 or	 services	 that	 can	 in	 any	way	 damage	 common	
good,	instead	of	that	they	should	be	focusing	in	promoting	and	spearing	ideas	that	
will	bring	positive	results	to	society.	Authors	Bok	and	Christians	in	their	work	also	



















though,	 there	 is	 a	 lot	 of	 different	 opinions	 about	 what	 is	 common	 good,	 in	
background	 of	 philosopher	 and	 politicians,	 there	 is	 a	 main	 connotation	 that	









and	Martison	 in	 their	paperwork	provide	 tables	of	questions	 to	be	asked	by	persuasive	
communication	practitioners	when	 creating	 ethical	 advertising.	 Though,	 this	 paperwork	
intends	directly	analyze	already	existing	advertisings.	The	same	practice	was	conducted	by	
Lee	 and	 Cheng	 (2010),	 in	 their	 paperwork	mentioned	 before.	 They	modified	 questions	
presented	in	the	TARES	test	framework	to	be	adjust	to	their	own	research.	If	this	research	










Baker’s	 and	 Martison	 provide	 a	 table	 of	 fourteen	 questions	 to	 be	 asked	 by	
persuaders	 on	 Principle	 of	 Truthfulness.	 The	 full	 table	 could	 be	 found	 in	













of	 certain	product	or	 service.	Thus,	 in	TARES	 test	 truth	 is	not	only	 telling	all	 the	
information,	it	is	more	complex	understanding,	that	contains,	the	purpose	not	to	
deceive	audience	or	not	 to	mislead	 it	 in	 the	ways	 it	can	affect	 their	decisions	or	
opinions	 in	 the	 untruthful	 way.	 The	 table	 of	 truthfulness	 formatted	 by	 Lee	 and	
Cheng	will	 be	 used	 in	 this	 paperwork.	 As	 it	was	 created	 to	 analyze	 advertisings	
directly,	instead	of	analyzing	them	through	the	perspective	of	persuader,	it	is	more	
relevant	 to	 this	 paperwork	 than	 a	 table	 provided	 by	 Baker	 and	 Martison.	 The	










is	 not	 easily	 or	 mostly	 impossible	 to	 reach	 by	 audience.	 Thus,	 if	 to	 check	 data	
provided	 in	 advertising	 requires	 special	 connection	 or	 sources	 that	 is	 not	 easily	








of	 considerably	 younger	woman.	To	 sum	up	 image	must	be	honest	and	 realistic,	 as	 too	













test	 framework,	 as	 sincerity	 and	 genuineness.	 This	 means	 that	 the	 message	
authenticity	will	be	measured	through	the	factors	as:	if	persuader	use	the	action	of	
persuasion	 to	 deceive,	 manipulate	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	 the	 sell.	 In	 Baker	 and	
Martisons	proved	 table	of	authenticity	could	be	 found	eighteen	question	on	 the	
topic.	Even	though,	in	this	paperwork	the	questions	that	involve	personal	virtue	and	
integrity	of	 the	persuader	will	not	be	considered,	as	 it	 can	only	be	answered	by	







if	 certain	 product	 or	 service	 are	 needed,	 considering	 the	 variety	 of	 products	 or	
services	already	existing	in	the	market.	Other	question	focused	on	convincingness	
of	the	message	that	asks	if	the	message	shown	in	advertising	is	equally	convincing	
to	 the	 creator	 and	 audience.	 As	 mentioned	 before	 the	 questions	 that	 included	
personal	virtue	of	the	ad	were	eliminated	in	this	research.	In	addition,	question	that	
asks	if	there	is	a	sincere	need	for	the	product	in	the	market	were	eliminated	as	well,	



















Question	 4.	 Does	 the	 adverting	manipulates	 or	 use	 others	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	
selling?	(Baker		and	Martison	2001)	
Question	 originally	 presented	 in	 the	 paperwork	 the	 TARES	 test.	 To	 pass	 this	
question	advertising	of	the	product	cannot	use	others	power,	or	manipulation	for	
purposes	 of	 selling.	 In	 case	 of	 products	 advertising	 is	 must	 the	 authentic	 and	
genuine.	 Advertise	 product	 through	 equitable	 sources.	 It	 cannot	 use	 celebrity	
endorsements,	as	it	might	be	considered	as	using	others	for	the	purposes	of	selling.	











and	 not	 disrupting	 their	 well-being	 and	 interests	 by	 persuaders	 self-interest	 or	
client’s	 interests.	As	Baker	and	Martison	stated:	 “Persuaders	 should	disseminate	
truthful	messages	 through	equitable	 appeals	with	 integrity	 and	 authenticity	 and	
with	an	eye	to	the	common	good	because	of	their	respect	for	the	people	to	whom	
they	are	communicating	and	for	all	others	who	will	be	affected	by	the	persuasion”.		







is	 focused	 on	 the	 question	 if	 persuader	 is	 showing	 respect	 for	 the	 audience,	
meanwhile	other	questions	if	he	or	she	could	take	full	responsibility	of	the	content	
shown	 in	 it.	 In	 Baker	 and	 Martison’s	 provided	 table	 question	 varies	 form:	 “if	
communication	respect	human	beings	as	worthy?”;	to	“does	it	facilitate	persuadees	
capacity	to	reflect	and	to	make	responsible	choices	about	their	lives?”.	Though	in	






language	 make	 women	 feel	 good	 about	 themselves	 and	 about	 their	 age?	 Is	 aging	
presented	as	positive	or	negative	effect?	
This	question	goes	into	deeper	layers	of	beauty	advertising,	which	is	related	to	the	





















“…either	 that	 there	be	parity	 between	 the	persuader	and	persuadee	 in	 terms	of	
information,	 understanding,	 insight,	 capacity,	 and	 experience,	 or	 that	
accommodations	be	made	to	adjust	equitably	 for	 the	disparities	and	to	 level	 the	
playing	field	…”	
Fairness	 to	 the	 audience	 in	 the	 advertising	 must	 equitable,	 in	 the	 terms	 of	




with,	 for	 the	 selling	 purposes	 or	 to	 create	more	 trustworthy	 or	 credible	 image,	













accredited	 to	 the	 principle	 of	 Respect	 to	 avoid	 repetitiveness	 in	 the	 test	
questionnaire,	which	might	usually	occur	in	this	test	if	most	questions	are	closely	





















it	affects	women's	 self-esteem,	as	well	as	 realization	about	 themselves	by	causing	deep	
societal	problems,	especially	among	women.	This	topic	is	covered	in	literature	review,	in	





in	 the	 five	 questions	 that	 focused	 on	 aspects	 as:	 weather	 advertising	 is	making	
society	better;	 if	 it	has	 certain	advantages	 for	 some	groups;	 if	 it	 causes	harm	to	
someone;	if	people	trust	advertising	and	what	is	the	level	of	it,	in	addition	what	is	





Question	 7.	 If	 everyone	 in	 target	 group	 will	 be	 affected	 by	 the	 message	 of	 the	
advertisement,	would	 it	 bring	 common	good,	would	 society	 as	 a	whole	 be	 improved?	
Does	women	is	objectified,	idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
As	mentioned	before	advertising	has	to	show	respectful	image	of	the	woman,	who	
is	 not	 objectified	 or	 sexualized	 nor	 idealized,	 as	 long	 as	 advertising	 is	 targeting	























order	 for	 the	 same	 product	 line:	 the	 newest	 collected	 with	 the	 oldest	 collected.	 For	
example,	Age	Perfect	newest	advertising	was	created	in	2017,	meanwhile	oldest,	analyzed	
in	this	research,	were	created	in	2004.		
In	 addition,	 to	 get	 even	 deeper	 insight	 the	 newest	 campaigns	 of	 all	 three	 will	 be	
analyzed	with	themselves,	to	research	if	the	ethical	principles	work	in	the	same	way	for	
different	 target	 groups.	 (All	 creams	 are	 targeting	 different	 groups,	 considering	 age.)	
Thus,	 comparison	 analysis	 will	 help	 to	 find	 out	 the	 answers	 to	 the	 main	 research	




















(see	 image	4;	 image	5).	Both	products	displayed	 in	adverts	are	anti-wrinkle	products	 that	according	 to	























Comparing	 these	 two	advertisements	 could	be	noticed	 that	 first	advertising	 is	using	 relatively	younger	
women,	 that	a	 target	group.	 In	 the	2003	advertising	women	 is	 airbrushed,	her	 skin	 left	without	 flaws.	
















used	 more	 realistic	 and	 truthful	 image	 of	 a	 women.	 In	 addition,	 Truthfulness	 Principle	 includes	 the	
condition	that	textual	claims	would	be	honest	and	correct.	The	older	advert	had	failed	this	principle	as	it	
was	using	statistical	data	as	“92%	effective”	or	similar	that	was	considered	as	unethical	persuasion	as	it	
might	 mislead	 consumer.	 Meanwhile	 in	 the	 recent	 one	 these	 claims	 where	 refused	 and	 left	 only	
information	with	certain	indications,	that	do	not	trying	to	convey	certain	facts.	The	Equity	principle	were	
passed	by	recent	advert,	meanwhile	other	failed.	The	main	reason	was	that	the	latter	were	using	notions	
that	 general	 audience	 c=might	 not	 be	 familiar	 with,	 or	 need	 prior	 knowledge	 to	 fully	 understand	 the	
content	of	advertising,	and	the	latest	one	was	not.	To	sum	up	could	be	claimed	that	by	comparing	two	
advertisements	the	most	significant	firings	were	 in	these	areas:	women	age	 in	advertising,	truthfulness	
and	 equity	 in	 advertisements.	 It	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 these	 were	 the	 areas	 where	 most	 recent	
advertising	 had	 made	 progress	 the	 most.	 In	 addition,	 comparing	 results	 given	 form	 content	 analysis	
compositional	 aspects	have	 changed	as	well	 as	 it	was	 chosen	 to	 capture	women	 form	more	 far	 away.	
Environment	 form	 constructionist	 have	 changed	 to	 environmental	 one.	 These	 factors	 made	 latest	
advertising	be	more	realistic	and	more	emotional	comparing	with	the	older	one	
Frame	1.	The	TARES	test	result	comparison	in	L’Oreal	Revitalfift	advertisings	(2003;2016)	
Years	 Truthfulness	 Authenticity	 Respect	 Equity	 Social	Responsibility	
2003	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	













products	surrounded	by	text.	The	 language	used	 in	this	communication	 is	straightforward,	there	 is	also	
statistical	data	given	about	effectiveness	of	the	product.	In	addition	in	the	left	side	of	page	there	is	quote	
form	actress	that	says:	“For	beautiful	skin	at	any	age”.This	quote	is	used	as	testimonial	form	the	celebrity	











There	could	be	 found	several	graphical	and	 textual	elements.	The	 language	used	 in	 this	advertisement	
could	be	described	as	slightly	mischievous,	more	emotional,	instead	of	facts	or	effect	there	is	language	that	





































Years	 Truthfulness	 Authenticity	 Respect	 Equity	 Social	Responsibility	
2004	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	








Lancôme Génifique 2012 compositional and textual elements analysis 
Advertising	 released	 in	 2012	 is	 displaying	 young	 white	 women.	 Close	 up	 shot,	 could	 be	 seen	 part	 of	






























Comparing	 these	 two	 advertising	 there	 could	 be	 noticed	 a	 big	 difference	 in	 the	 image	 of	 the	women.	
Starting	with	compositional	aspects:	first	advertising	is	displaying	a	close	up	of	the	women,	meanwhile	the	
second	is	taken	from	more	far	away.	The	other	difference	is	that	recent	advertising	is	displaying	older	and	








Meanwhile	 the	 second	 one	 is	 limited	 to	 the	main	 claim,	 and	 some	 text	 below.	 Comparing	 the	 tone	


















Years	 Truthfulness	 Authenticity	 Respect	 Equity	 Social	Responsibility	
2013	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2017	 Pass	 Fail	 Pass	 Pass	 Fail	
73	
Advertisings	 have	 changed	 through	 years.	 There	 could	 be	 claimed	 that	 adjustments	









This	 chapter	 will	 analyze	 and	 discuss	 the	 findings	 from	 this	 research.	 First	 section	 will	
overview	general	result	from	the	TARES	test,	by	providing	charts	and	graphics.	Second	part	






(L’Oreal	 Age	 Perfect;	 L’Oreal	 Revitalift;	 Lancôme	 Génifique)	 from	 the	 biggest	 beauty	
industry	manufacturer	L’Oreal.	 In	 total	 twenty-one	 advertisements	were	analyzed,	 from	
which	8	were	adverts	of	L’Oreal	Age	Perfect;	10	L’Oreal	Revitalift; 3	Lancôme	Génifique.	
All	 products	 advertisements	 were	 chosen	 considered	 the	 years	 they	 were	 created,	 so	
would	be	 possible	 to	 see	 how	 they	 have	 changed	 through	 time.	 The	 oldest	 advert	
that	 was	 collected	 in	 this	 research	 were	 released	 in	 2003	 (L’Oreal	 Revitalift)	 and	 the	
newest	 in	 2017	 (L’Oreal	 Pro	 Age;	 Lancôme	 Génifique).	 All	 anti-aging	 lines	 represent	
different	age	groups.	 L’Oreal	 Age	 Perfect	 targeting	 women	 over	 fifty	 years	 old.	 L’Orel	
Revitalift	 target	 women	from	 thirty-five	 to	 fifties,	 and	 Lancôme	 Génifique	 claims	 that	
















From	 twenty-one	 advertisements,	 none	 passed	 the	 TARES	 test	 of	 ethical	 persuasion.	





2013-2015	 advertising	 were	 the	 most	 unethical	 from	 all	 analyzed,	 in	 the	 aspects	 as:	
advertisings	were	sexualizing	or	idealizing	women	image,	displaying	deceptive	message,	or	
using	women	weaknesses	against	them	for	the	purpose	of	selling.	In	general,	results	might	





This	 chapter	 intent	 to	 explain,	 in	 detail,	 the	 results	 found	 in	 applying	 the	 TARES	





















issue	 that	 determine	 advertisings	 in	 failing	 was	 untruthful	 and	 deceptive	 claims.	 For	 example,	 some	






















































Ad	 Age	 article	 “recent	 studies	 of	 hundreds	 of	 endorsements	 have	 indicated	 that	 sales	 for	 some	 brands	
increased	up	to	20%	upon	commencing	an	endorsement	deal”		 (Crutchfield,2010).	This	concept,	that	using	






Exaggerations	 of	 the	 text	 were	 tolerable	 in	 the	 principle	 of	 textual	 truthfulness.	 Though,	 they	 were	 not	
acceptable	 for	 authenticity	 principle,	 as	 there	 they	 made	 information	 inequality	 between	 audience	 and	
advertisement	creator.	
































This	 chapter	 intent	 to	 explain,	 in	 detail,	 the	 results	 found	 in	 applying	 the	 TARES	
test,	 Principle	 of	 Respect,	 to	 twenty-one advertings	 of	 anti-aging	 line	 products,	 by	
delivering	the	main	founding	and	insights.	



















































This	 chapter	 intent	 to	 explain,	 in	 detail,	 the	 results	 found	 in	 applying	 the	 TARES	
test,	 Principle	 of	 Equity,	 to	 twenty-one advertisings	 of	 anti-aging	 line	 products,	 by	
delivering	the	main	founding	and	insights.	The	question	of	Equity	Principle:	




















































idealize	or	 sexualize	 image	of	a	women.	Advertising	 that	passed	Social	Responsibility	Principle	were	 from	L’Oreal	Age	










































two-thirds	compositions,	where	women	were	 taking	one	 third	of	 the	page	and	 the	 rest	
were	left	for	text	and	image	of	the	product.	 In	the	recent	advertisements,	compositions	
were	divided	 fifty	 to	 fifty:	half	 image	of	a	women	and	other	half	 for	other	elements.	 In	





It	 could	 be	 noticed	 that	 in	 recent	 advertisements,	 were	 used	 less	 textual	
information	compared	to	older	ones.	In	addition	to	refusing	long	texts,	usage	of	statistical	
data,	 or	 giving	 timing	 reference	 were	 eliminated.	 Moreover,	 language	 become	 less	







RQ.1	 How	 beauty	 advertisings	 have	 changed	 through	 the	 years,	 in	 ethical	
compositional	and	textual	perspectives?	
This	thesis	analysed	three	anti-aging	product	lines	advertisements	released	in	years:	2003-











advertising	become	more	ethical,	but	only	 in	 certain	dimensions.	Advertisings	 in	 recent	
years	had	become	more	ethical	in	these	aspects:	it	started	to	show	more	realistic	image	of	
a	women;	textual	elements	in	advertisings	become	more	truthful,	respect	for	audience	and	
equity	 of	 information	 had	 improved.	 Even	 though,	 advertisings	 had	 shown	 no	 or	











women.	 In	 earlier	 years,	 the	 image	 of	 a	 women	 was	 shown	 idealized,	 especially	 skin.	
Advertisements	with	idealization	of	skin	was	shot	as	portrait	or	close	up	of	the	face.	The	
same	occurrence	was	noticed	in	the	Principle	of	Social	Responsibility.	By	conducting	the	
TARES	 test	were	 noticed	 that	 in	 the	 past	 advertisings	 tend	 to	 idealize	women,	 show	 it	
Years	 Truthfulness	 Authenticity	 Respect	 Equity	 Social	Responsibility	
2003	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2004	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2006	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2009	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2010	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2011	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2012	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2012	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2013	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2013	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2014	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2014	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	
2014	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2015	 Pass	 Fail	 Pass	 Pass	 Pass	
2015	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2015	 Fail	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Fail	
2016	 Pass	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Pass	
2016	 Pass	 Fail	 Pass	 Pass	 Pass	
2016	 Fail	 Fail	 Pass	 Pass	 Fail	
2017	 Pass	 Fail	 Pas	 Pass	 Fail	































persuasive	 communication	 creators	 as	 guidelines.	 Even	 though,	 the	 TARES	were
used	in	different	paper	works	in	the	same	manner	(Lee	&	Cheng,	2010).
4. The	 formulation	 of	 the	 question	 might	 not	 include	 the	 important	 aspects	 or
included	aspects	that	distorted	results.
Recommendations	
For	analysing	ethics	in	advertising	different	academicals	frameworks	than	the	TARES	could	
be	used.	In	addition,	the	questions	could	be	formulated	in	the	different	manner.	
In	this	research	advertisings	from	the	U.K	and	U.S.A	were	analysed.	Further	studies	might	
include	other	countries	in	order	to	find	out	development	of	ethics	in	advertising	in	different	
cultural	backgrounds.	
Lastly,	there	could	be	researched	more	brands	in	shorter	time	perspective.	As	each	brand	
have	different	strategies.	This	might	bring	wider	perspective.	
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8. ATTACHMENTS	—	Assessing	the	TARES	test	to	Beauty
advertisements
L’Oreal	Revitalift	advertisement	2003.	
.		
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.	Are	visual	elementstruthful?	(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.	Are	textual	claims	truthful?	(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)
No.	It	is	delivered	statistical	information	
about	the	product,	for	example,	that	
firming	effectiveness	is	75%,	though	it	is	
not	said,	where	this	statistics	is	taken	
form,	which	leaves	to	the	point	that	form	
information	delivered	cannot	be	claimed	
as	lie,	nor	truth,	due	the	missing	proves.
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.	Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	the	
creator	of	it	and	consumers?	(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	that	
consumer	might	believe	it	is	true,	though	
creator	knows	it	is	not.
Q4.	Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	others	for	
the	purposes	of	selling?	(S.Baker,	D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	about	
certain	celebrity.
Answer	 No.	2/2	
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Respect	 Q.5	Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	their
weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	anxieties?	Does
textual	and	visual	language	make	women	feel	good
about	themselves	and	about	their	age?	Is	aging
presented	as	positive	or	negative	effect?	Does	visual
language	in	advertising	endorse	women	to	feel	good
about	her	age	or	opposite?
Advertising	can	be	considered	as	
disrespectful	for	the	audience.	Cause	
they	are	showing	young	women	with	
only	few	visible	wrinkles	around	the	
eyes.	Aging	is	presented	as	something	to	
fight	against,	thus	it’s	shown	as	
something	negative.	Advertising	is	not	
endorsing	women	feel	good	about	their	
age	as	it	is	showing	young	women,	for	
anti-wrinkle	cream.
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.	Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)
Yes.They	are	using	sentence	as	“Pro-
Retinol	A	encapsulated	into	target	where	
the	wrinkles	need	the	most”.	If	you	are	
not	aware	of	these	terms	message	might	
seems	confusing.	Terms	are	not	
introduced	in	advertising.
Answer	 No.1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	by	the	
message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	bring	
common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	be	
improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	idealized,	or	
sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	The	advertisement	does	not	have	
any	positive	message.	In	addition,	it	is	
not	a	neutral	message	either,	as	long	as	
it	is	showing	airbrushed	skin	of	a	woman,	
which	means	woman	in	this	
advertisement	is	idealized,	especially	
considering	the	fact	that	it	is	anti-wrinkle	
cream	ad.
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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	L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	advertisement	2004	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	There	is	statistical	data	shown,	
that	cannot	be	proven.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	data	that	cannot	be	
confirmed.	Thus,	it	creates	different	
views	from	the	audience	and	
persuader.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q.5	Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive
or	negative	effect?	Does	visual	language	in
No.	It	is	showing	unrealistic	and	
retouched	image	of	a	actress	who	do	
not	look	like	this	in	reality,	which	
might	mislead	women	about	how	
they	suppose	to	look,	when	age	like	
this,	which	might	result	in	them	
feeling	bad	about	themselves,	that	
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advertising	endorse	women	to	feel	good	about	
her	age	or	opposite?	
they	do	not	look	like	a	women	in	
advertising.	Textual	claims,	endorse	
to	“have	a	beautiful	skin	at	any	age”	
,	which	is	quite	opposite	with	other	
claim	that	appear	in	the	ad	that	says	
for	mature	skin.	Though,	we	see	two	
different	messages	that	might	
confuse	audience.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	There	is	a	terms	used	as	
Elastium,	though,	it	is	explained	
what	it	does.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	The	advertisement	do	not	have	
any	positive	message.	It	is	showing	
unrealistic	image	of	the	woman	who	
is	idealized.		
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/6	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	advertisement	2006	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1	.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.	Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	It	is	delivered	statistical	
information	about	the	product,	for	
example,	that	firming	effectiveness	
is	75%,	though	it	is	not	said,	where	
this	statistics	is	taken	form,	which	
leaves	to	the	point	that	form	
information	delivered	cannot	be	
claimed	as	lie,	nor	truth,	due	the	
missing	proves.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Q.5	Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	
of	persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	
of	their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
No.	It	is	showing	unrealistic	image	of	
actress,	covering	her	wrinkles	and	
trying	to	hide	her	real	age.	The	
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anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
textual	claim	is	not	making	women	
feel	good	as	it	is	using	their	flaws	to	
persuade	to	buy	the	cream.	Aging	is	
presented	as	a	flaw.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7..	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	The	advertisement	do	not	have	
any	positive	message.	It	is	showing	
idealized	image	of	the	actress.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/6	
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	L’Oreal	Revitalift	Advertisement		2010	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	
Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	It	is	delivered	statistical	
information		about	the	product,	for	
example,	that	firming	effectiveness	
is	75%,	though	it	is	not	said,	where	
this	statistics	is	taken	form,	which	
leaves	to	the	point	that	form	
information	delivered	cannot	be	
claimed	as	lie,	nor	truth,	due	the	
missing	proves.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
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Authenticity	 Q3.	Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.	Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.	Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	of	a	
women	weakness	about	their	
appearance,	cause	it	is	showing	the	
woman	which	do	not	have	any	flaws	
mentioned	in	the	advertisement.	It	
make	women	feel	bad	if	they	had	
ones.	Aging	is	presented	as	a	
negative	affect.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.	Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	They	are	using	terms	as	
“vitabirine”,	which	is	not	explained.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	It	is	exposing	women	
weaknesses	and	implying	if	they	are	
not	looking	like	a	a	model	in	the	
advertising	they	have	to	fix	it.		
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift	Advertisement		2009	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.	Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.	Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	They	are	trying	to	deceive,	as	
selling	the	product	that	can	“repair	
past	damage”	made	by	sun,	which	is	
hardly	believable.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Q3.	Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.	Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.	Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	of	a	
women	weakness	about	their	
appearance.	To	have	wrinkles	is	
represented	as	a	bad	thing.	It	might	
women	feel	bad	about	themselves,	
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about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
as	they	do	not	look	like	retouched	
model	in	adverting.	Aging	is	
presented	as	a	flaw.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.There	is	unfamiliar	terms,	but	
they	are	explained.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	It	is	exposing	women	
weaknesses	and	implying	if	they	are	
not	looking	like	a	a	model	in	the	
advertising.	Model	is	idealized	in	
advertising.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	6/7	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	Advertisment	2011	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.	Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.	Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	There	is	claim	thats	says	reticent	
skin	just	in	4	weeks.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Q3.	Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.	Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.	Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	in	the	way	
that	citation	of	the	actress	claim	that	
she	feels	more	comfortable	in	her	
skin	than	ever	before.	Implying	the	
fact	that	most	women	suppose	to	
feel	not	comfortable	if	they	skin	is	
not	resilient	enough.	
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Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.Women	is	idealized.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift	Advertisement	2012	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	It	is	textual	claims	have	
exaggeration	that	mislead	audience.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Autheticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	of	a	
women	weakness	about	their	
appearance,	cause	it	is	showing	the	
woman	which	do	not	have	any	flaws	
mentioned	in	the	advertisement.	It	
make	women	feel	bad	if	they	had	
ones.	Aging	is	presented	as	a	
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negative	affect	and	need	to	fight	
with.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes,	there	is	terms	of	substances	
used,	without	explanation.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Women	is	idealized.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift	Advertisement	2012	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	Its	used	exaggerations	and	
claims	as	“skin	looks	younger	in	4	
weeks”	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	of	a	
women	weakness	about	their	
appearance,	cause	it	is	showing	the	
woman	which	do	not	have	any	flaws	
mentioned	in	the	advertisement.	It	
make	women	feel	bad	if	they	had	
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or	negative	effect?	 ones.	Aging	is	presented	as	a	
negative	affect.	Advertising	is	
suggesting	that	women	suppose	to	
look	5	years	younger	they	are.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	It	is	exposing	women	
weaknesses,	idealizing	women,	
exposing	the	fear	of	getting	old.	
Sexualizing	and	idealizing.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	Advertisment	2013	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
Yes.	
Answer	 No.	1/2	
Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
Textual	claims	are	not	taking	
advantage	of	women,	though	visual	
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their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
are.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	It	is	exposing	women	
weaknesses,	idealizing	women.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	Advertisment	2013	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	Its	used	exaggerations	and	
claims	as	“4	million	cells	everyday”	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	of	a	
women	weakness	about	their	
appearance,	cause	it	is	showing	the	
actress	who	is	retouched	and	do		not	
have	any	flaws,	image	looks	
unrealistic.	It	also	taking	advantage	
of	women's	to	get	old.	Aging	
presented	in	the	negative	manner.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
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Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	They	are	using	terms	as,	which	
is	not	explained.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	It	is	exposing	women	
weaknesses,	idealizing	women,	
exposing	the	fear	of	getting	old.	
Sexualizing	and	idealizing.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift	Advertisment	2014	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	image	is	retouched.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	Its	used	exaggerations	and	
claims	as	“scientific	breakthrough”…	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
images,	and	misleading	information,	
that	consumer	might	believe	it	is	
true,	though	creator	knows	it	is	not.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	It	is	taking	advantage	of	a	
women	weakness	about	their	
appearance,	cause	it	is	showing	the	
actress	who	is	retouched	and	do		not	
have	any	flaws,	image	looks	
unrealistic.	It	also	taking	advantage	
of	women's	to	get	old.	Aging	
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presented	in	the	negative	manner.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	They	are	using	terms	as,	which	
is	not	explained.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	It	is	exposing	women	
weaknesses,	idealizing	women,	
exposing	the	fear	of	getting	old.	
Idealizing.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift	Advertisment	2014	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	Its	used	statistical	data,	but	do	
not	say	there	from.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	data	that	
audience	cannot	confirm.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
Visual	language	is	respectful,	it	is	
showing	realistic	image	of	a	women,	
though	textual	claims	are	not.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
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Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	They	are	using	terms	as,	which	
is	not	explained.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
Even	though	it	is	not	idealizing	
women	and	showing	significantly		
more	realistic	image	than	before,	
textual	claims	is	still	facing	the	issue	
of	respect.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	Advertisment	2015		
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
Yes.	
Answer	 Yes.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
Yes.	Advertising	is	respectful	in	the	
way	that	it	is	showing	realistic	image	
if	a	woman.	I	do	not	have	claims	that	
aging	is	negative	effect.	
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Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
Advertising	have	more	positive	
effect	compared	to	the	previous	
ones,	as	it	is	more	real,	age	is	not	
shown	as	something	to	hide.	Thus,	
advertising	has	a	positive	affect	in	
the	way	that	it	starts	to	use	older	
women	in	it.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift		Advertisement	2015	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	Terms	as	“scientific	
breakthrough”,	“spectacular	
results”,and	statistical	data	that	
cannot	be	confirmed,	is	not	truthful.	
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	data	that	
audience	cannot	confirm	and	
retouched	image.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
No.	Advertising	is	taking	advantage	
from	women	that	feel	dissatisfied	
with	their	aging,	thus	do	not	want	to	
use	injections,	thus	nor	visual	image,	
which	is	airbrushed,	nor	textual	
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about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
claims	do	not	make	women	feel	
better	about	themselves.	Aging	is	
presented	in	the	negative	way.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Woman	is	idealized	and	
sexualized	at	the	same	time.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Revitalift	advertismnet	2016	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
Yes	
Answer	 Yes.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	Creator	is	using	famous	models	
to	advertise	product,	that	might	
mislead	audience,	that	they	reach	
results	the	way	look	by	using	the	
product.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
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product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	Advertising	is	taking	advantage	
from	women	that	are	dissatisfied	
with	themselves,	thus	they	are	
showing	well-looking	models,	to	
persuade	buy	product,	to	get	effect.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Though,	women	is	not	idealized	
and	showing	quite	realistic	image	of	
the	models,	they	look	better	than	
most	of	regular	womens.		
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	7/7	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	advertisement	20016	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
Yes.	
Answer	 Yes.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	1/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
Yes.	Aging	is	showed	in	a	positive	
way.	
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Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
It	has	a	positive	direction	compared	
with	other	advertisings.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
NO	6/7	
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L’Oreal	Age	Perfect	advertisement	2017	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
Yes.	
Answer	 Yes.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	Advertising	is	using	the	celebrity	
endorsement,	which	might	affect	
consumers	own	judgement	about	
product,	depending	what	they	feel	
about	certain	celebrity.	
Answer	 No.	1/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
Yes.	Aging	is	showed	in	a	positive	
way.	
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Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
It	has	a	positive	direction	compared	
with	other	advertisings.	Though	the	
women	is	sexualized.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	1/7	
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Lancôme	Génifique	Advertisement	2013	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.Claims	as	“youthful	radiance	in	
just	7	days	are	not	truthful”.		
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	data	that	
audience	cannot	confirm	and	
retouched	image.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
Yes.	By	displaying	unrealistic	image	
of	a	woman,	and	taking	advantage,	
or	even	creating	situation,	that	
women	become	dissatisfied	about	
themselvess.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
No.	
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(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Woman	is	idealized	and	
sexualized	at	the	same	time.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	6/7	
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Lancôme	Génifique	Advertisement	2015	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elementstruthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.Claims	as	“youthful	radiance	in	
just	7	days	are	not	truthful”.		
Answer	 No.	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	data	that	
audience	cannot	confirm	and	
retouched	image.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
Yes.	By	displaying	unrealistic	image	
of	a	woman,	and	taking	advantage,	
or	even	creating	situation,	that	
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anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
women	become	dissatisfied	about	
themselvess.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Woman	is	idealized	and	
sexualized	at	the	same	time.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	6/7	
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Lancôme	Génifique	Advertisement	2016	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elements	truthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
No.	
Answer	 No.	1/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	The	creator	is	using	retouched	
image.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	
Answer	 No.	2/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	Advertising	is	displaying	
airbrushed	women,	with	no	wrinkles	
in	advertising	anti-wrinkle	product.	
Selling	“feel	beauty”,	thus	it	can	
affect	women,	that	if	they	are	not	
using	the	product	they	do	not	feel	
beautiful.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	 No.	
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informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Woman	is	idealized	and	
sexualized	at	the	same	time.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
NO	6/7	
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Lancôme	Génifique	Advertisement	2017	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elements	truthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q2.Are	textual	claims	truthful?(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	
2010)	
Yes.	
Answer	 Yes	2/2.	
Authenticity	 Q3.Does	the	advertising	is	equally	convincing	to	
the	creator	of	it	and	consumers?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
Q4.Does	the	adverting	manipulates	or	use	
others	for	the	purposes	of	selling?(S.Baker,	
D.Martison	2001)
Yes.	
Answer	 No.	1/2	
Respect	 Q5.Does	the	advertising	respects	audience	of	
persuasive	message	by	not	taking	advantage	of	
their	weaknesses	such	self	esteem,	fears,	
anxieties?	Does	textual	and	visual	language	
makes	women	feel	good	about	themselves	and	
about	their	age?	Is		aging	presented	as	positive	
or	negative	effect?	
No.	Advertising	is	showing	realistic	
image	of	a	women,		thoughthere	is	a	
textual	claim	might	be	considered	
disrespectful.	
Answer	 No.	1/1	
Equity	 Q6.Does	the	audience	have	to	be	unusual	well	
informed	or	bright	to	understand	the	message?	
(S.T	lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
No.	
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Answer	 Yes.	1/1	
Social	
responsibility	
Q7.	If	everyone	in	target	group	will	be	affected	
by	the	message	of	the	advertisement,	would	it	
bring	common	good,	would	society	as	a	whole	
be	improved?	Does	women	is	objectified,	
idealized,	or	sexualized	in	this	communication?	
No.	Woman	sexualized.	
Principle	 Questions	 Answer	
Truthfulness	 Q1.Are	visual	elements	truthful?(S.T	
lee,H.Cheng,	2010)	
Yes.	
